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Abstract 

Introduction  

Caring is a beneficial interaction between nurse and patient that enabled nurses to assess 

and provide patient needs. Usually this kind of interaction considered as a therapeutic or 

professional communication, which the patients' needs takes in priority. Despite a 

therapeutic communication are considered as an essential prerequisite for effective and 

successful outcomes, remained as a great phenomenon that has not even understood. To 

this reason, a qualitative research by grounded theory approach is established to explore 

the process of nurse-patient therapeutic communication according to context of our 

community.  

Method 

This study performed by participation of 23 nurses, patients or their family members in 

medical and surgical wards of Imam Khomeini hospital of Tehran university of medical 

sciences. Data gathering methods were interviews and observation. Data analyzed by 

grounded theory approach by Corbin and Strauss 2008.  

Findings 

A grounded theory in title of "nursing communication in nurse-centered care and patient-

centered care continuum" emerged from data analysis. Core category of study was 

"harmonization of nurse-centered communication with patient-centered communication 

that had been derived from two main categories: a patient-centered attitude in shadow of 

mechanistic structure and adaptation of nurse's attitude and action with contextual 

conditions.  

Conclusion 

According to research purpose study, i.e. exploring of nurse-patient therapeutic 

communication, data showed that this phenomenon influenced by multiple factors and 

not only didn't occurred completely in the study field, but also in placed in a continuum 

of nurse-centered care (non-therapeutic communication) and patient-centered care 

(therapeutic communication). Factors such as mechanistic structure of care propel 

nursing communication to non-therapeutic communication and vice versa factors such as 

a patient-centered attitude and matching existent condition with this attitude are helping 

to propel nursing communication toward therapeutic dimension. Finally, according to 

data of study, applied strategies suggested for enhancing of therapeutic communication.  
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